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text messages and emails. So, if we need to notify you of a “boiled

Megan’s Law

water advisory” or something else going on in your community,

Be a Respectful Neighbor
Mother’s Day
Memorial Day

we will now be utilizing this new service. It is imperative that we
have your cell number or email address on file in order to contact
you. Please contact the office or send a note with your rent
payments providing us with this information.
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We are excited to be launching our new website within the next
3 months. In addition to being able to pay your rent on line, you
will also be able to complete and pay for applications, which will
help get your purchasers of homes screened more quickly. We will also
make available your quarterly newsletters, events and happenings

at your properties, along with a wealth of other information.
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For more details see page 3
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Contest Winner: 212 Jody Drive

Tips to Maintain Your Mobile Home
All homes require a good deal of work to remain in optimum condition. The following tips will help
when performing routine maintenance, making repairs, and decorating your mobile home.
Keep it Level
Making sure your home is properly leveled is one of the most important issues. Your mobile home
will be leveled when it is set up, but over time, it may need to be adjusted. If doors fail to close
properly, windows don’t fit right, floors squeak, or you notice cracks in walls or ceilings, your home
may not be level. Kits are available with instructions that will walk you through this process, or
you can call a professional.
Keep Skirting in Good Repair
The skirting around your mobile home is important for energy efficiency and for protecting the
belly of the home. Repair holes immediately before they cause further damage. One simple way
to repair small holes is to apply tape from the inside and then coat the hole with caulk from the
outside. Use a paint scraper to smooth the caulk. Apply more if necessary. Smooth it again, let it
dry, and then sand it. Wipe away any sanding residue. You might be able to find colored caulk that
is a close match to the existing color of your skirting.
Keep the Exterior Clean
When cleaning the exterior of your mobile home, consider renting or purchasing a power washer
to complete the job quickly. If you do, ask for specific instructions from the dealer before using it.
You can damage the siding or injure yourself if you don’t know what you’re doing. Follow all
instructions precisely for the best results. You can also purchase a long extension handle to attach
to a scrubber or sponge if you like the idea of getting some exercise while cleaning your siding.
Replace or Repair the Underside
One of the most important parts of a mobile home is its underside (underneath)
because it protects the insulation, prevents moisture from seeping,
and keeps out unwanted pests. To keep your home free from
unwanted havoc, regularly inspect and upkeep the underside
of your mobile home. Remove the skirting to inspect the
underside. For a small hole or slit, use duct tape.
(continued on next page)

(continued from previous page)

Four Mobile Home Roof
Repair Tips
A mobile home roof can suffer damage from
many causes. One of the most common causes
is excessive weather conditions. The type of
roof and the amount of damage that a mobile
home experiences will determine how much
repair work you can do yourself. Here are
some tips on repairing your mobile home roof.

Checks
Please no post-dated checks
We are receiving a lot of post-dated checks.
First, your bank does not allow you to postdate checks. Secondly, with the amount of
checks we receive, we cannot possibly
check the date of each check coming through

Tip 1 – Go to the Professionals

our office. Not to mention, the bank doesn't

Bring in contractors for estimates. This will

always catch a post-dated check when we

give you a framework for the amount of work

make deposits. When we deposit post-dated

that needs to be done, what process to follow,

checks, residents get very upset. Please do

and how long the repairs will last.

not send post-dated checks to the office.

Tip 2 – Can You Repair it Yourself?
If your mobile home roof is composed of asphalt,
the repairs need to be done by a professional.

We deposit checks a few days after we receive

them. If you send a post-dated check, you
run the risk of having it cashed before you
would like it to be cashed.

Tip 3 – Be Specific
If your roof is made from acrylic elastometric

Make checks payable to the property

covering, it will require 2 coats of roof coating.

Checks MUST be written to: Longstown not

There are different types of roof coating which

to A. Hunter. If a check is made payable to

vary in price, so make sure to use the correct

A. Hunter, it will be returned, which could

type for your needs.

then cause your rent payment to be late and

Tip 4 – Fill in Holes

cause you to incur a late fee. Rental payments

For bigger leaks, use glass fiber or melted

can also be made online at www.ahunter.com.

plastic to repair the holes, then apply silicone

You will need to contact the office first. They

sealant. When the holes have been covered,

will help you set up an online payment profile.

apply a layer of roof paint for added protection.
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Be a Respectful Neighbor
Being a respectful neighbor is important for
anybody who wants to receive respect in return.
Here are some basic tips that you can keep in
mind to ensure that you are a respectful and
respected neighbor.
Keep your yard and garden tidy
Weed your garden and mow your lawn regularly.

Be aware of your property boundaries
Just as you probably respect your own privacy,
you should respect your neighbors’ as well. If you
have children, be sure that they are aware of
property boundaries.
Give them privacy
Be sure to give your neighbor the same level of
privacy that you wish to receive from them.

Keep your flowerbeds maintained and keep any

Deal with any problems calmly, face to face

trees or bushes trimmed. In the fall, collect

If your neighbor comes to you with a concern,

and dispose of your leaves.

respond calmly
and calmly
rationally.
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issue
a neighbor,
issue with a neighbor,
go to
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directly
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Put your trash out at the right time and on
the right
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and day
on the right day
No one
one wants
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their home.
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home.
Be respectful and take out your
trash according to the local schedule.
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Do good deeds

notice
before parties
Give your
yourneighbors
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notice

From time to time, check up on your neighbor.

If you plan
on having a large party, it never hurts
before
parties
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lawn. Your neighbor just might return the favor

and how long you expect it to go
Curb your pets
on. Leave them a telephone
When outside with your pet, keep them on a leash
number to contact if they need
(pets may not be left alone outside). Clean up after
to ask you to turn it down.
your dog or cat. If your dog continuously barks while

down the road.
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Having a friendly relationship with your neighbor
can be very rewarding. Being a good neighbor
does take a bit of extra effort, but many find that

Memorial Day May 28, 2018
Memorial Day is a solemn day of remembrance,

Mother’s Day May 13, 2018

honoring the men and women who died while

Mother’s Day is an annual holiday celebrated on

observed on the last Monday of May. Originally

the second Sunday in May. Mother’s Day is a day

known as Decoration Day, the holiday started

to recognize and appreciate mothers and mother

after the Civil War to honor the Union and

figures, motherhood, and the contributions that

Confederate dead. In 1971, Memorial Day was

they make to society.

declared a national holiday. President Ronald

Fun Facts about Mother’s Day

Reagan is credited with reviving the practice of

* Mother's Day is celebrated in close to 50

honoring Memorial Day. An excerpt from one of

countries in different parts of the world.

his speeches given at Arlington National

* In most countries and languages, the word for

Cemetery, Memorial Day, 1986: “Today is the day we

mother begins with “m”.

put aside to remember fallen heroes and to pray

* Common gifts on Mother's Day include:

that no heroes will ever have to die for us again.

flowers, dinner/lunch in a restaurant, jewelry,

It's a day of thanks for the valor of others, a day

chocolates, clothing and gift cards.

to remember the splendor of America and those

* There are more phone calls made on Mother’s

of her children who rest in this cemetery and others.

Day than on any other day of the year.

It's a day to be with the family and remember.”

* It is the third-largest card-sending holiday.
* It is the busiest day of the year for restaurants.
* Of all the flowers bought for holidays, one
quarter are purchased for Mother's Day.
* Research has proven that there are actually
health benefits to receiving flowers.
* The consensus from one research study shows
that many mothers dream Mother’s Day would
involve some alone time.

serving in the American Armed forces. It is

Thank you to all our service men and women
and their families for their sacrifice.

Things to do
Perrydell Farm Dairy
Mon-Sat 7am-9pm, Sun 11am-6pm
90 Indian Rock Dam Rd, York, PA 17403
Great place for families to share a homemade
milk shake from fresh milk, and to learn about
dairy farms. Enjoy ice cream by the scoop or
pick up a half gallon to go. Call 717 741-3485
or visit www.perrydellfarm.com/index.php/visit
for operating hours, tours, milking, bottling, etc.
York Central Market House
34 W Philadelphia St, York, PA 17401
Tue and Thurs 7am-2pm, Sat 6am-2pm, First
Fridays 5pm-9pm. A beautiful old market with
lots of charm and character with a huge variety
produce, flowers, crafts, desserts, meat and
fish stands. There's something for everyone.
717 848-2243 www.centralmarketyork.com
York County History Center
250 E Market St, York, PA 17403-2013
The museum provides a snapshot of the history
of agriculture and industry in York and does
it in a parent and kid-friendly way. Hands on
displays for the kids and interesting facts for the
eager learners. Call 717 848-1587 or
visit www.yorkhistorycenter.org

Royal Square District Murals
Royal Square District, York, PA 17401
With the help of Sprocket Mural Works, Yorkarea artists spent one weekend designing and
painting six murals in York's Royal Square
District. See the larger than life works of art all
in a one block radius of each other.
Rocky Ridge County Park
400 Deininger Rd, York, PA 17406
A great park for hiking complete with picnic
pavilions and playgrounds. Two observation
decks provide scenic views of the surrounding
communities. Ranger programs are available
in the summer. Call 717 840-7440
Nixon Park and Nature Center
5922 Nixon Dr, York, PA 17403-9367
Park - 8am-dusk, Nature Center - Sun 12 4:30pm,
Tues-Sat 8:30am-4:30pm, closed on holidays.
187 acres of meadow, woodland and aquatic
habitats, Nixon Park supports a wide variety of
plant and animal life. The Nature Center
features a working honey bee hive, birds and
mammals of PA, amphibians of PA display,
live reptiles, a children's touch room and more.
Call 717 428-1961 or visit www.yorkcountypa.gov
/parks-recreation/the-parks/richard-nixon-parks
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K ds Page
Spring Bucket List
☐ Plant something
☐ Splash in a rain puddle
☐ Have a picnic
☐ Take a family photo
☐ Draw with sidewalk chalk
☐ Take a family walk
☐ Eat ice cream
Spring Is Here!
Spring is here.
Spring is here.
Goodbye, snow.
Flowers grow.
Birds and bees,
leaves on trees.
Hello, Spring.
Hello, Spring.

1. Spring time!

2. No, but April May!

2. Can February March?

